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ŠKODA OCTAVIA SCOUT: Rugged design 
 

› Underbody protection in an aluminium design, as well as silver-coloured roof rails and 

wing mirror housings  

› LED fog lights and 18-inch alloy wheels as standard  

 
Mladá Boleslav, 30 November 2020 – Thanks to its silver-coloured underbody protection and 

design details, the ŠKODA OCTAVIA SCOUT can be identified as the rugged variant of the 

model range from the outside. LED fog lights and 18-inch alloys come as standard, as do 

silver-coloured roof rails and silver-finish wing mirror housings. 

 

Specific front and rear bumpers featuring aluminium-effect underbody protection allow the 

OCTAVIA SCOUT to be identified at first glance. The model also sports protective, black plastic 

trims for the wheel arches, side sills and lower part of the doors. The front and rear diffusers, roof 

rails and window frames come in a silver finish, as do the housings of the electrically adjustable, 

folding and heated wing mirrors with automatic dimming function. The OCTAVIA SCOUT is 

equipped with LED fog lights as standard and sports exclusive SCOUT badges on its front wings. 

There is a choice of 11 paint finishes. 

 

18- and 19-inch alloy wheels 

The OCTAVIA SCOUT’s distinct appearance is accentuated by 18-inch silver-coloured Braga alloy 

wheels, which come as standard. They can also be ordered in anthracite; 19-inch Manaslu alloys 

are another option. 

 

Dimensions of the current OCTAVIA SCOUT at a glance: 

 

Dimensions OCTAVIA SCOUT 

Length [mm] 4,703 

Width [mm] 1,829 

Height [mm] 1,488 

Wheelbase [mm] 2,688 

Kneeroom [mm] 78 

Boot capacity [l] 640 

 

Improved drag coefficient 

The more dynamic lines of the new-generation OCTAVIA reduce drag. Its drag coefficient (cd) of 

0.29 makes the ŠKODA SCOUT one of the most aerodynamic cars in its segment.  

 

 

Further information: 

Hermann Prax     Zbyněk Straškraba 

Head of Product Communications  Spokesperson – Product Communications 

T +420 734 298 173   T +420 326 811 785 

hermann.prax@skoda-auto.cz  zbynek.straskraba@skoda-auto.cz 
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ŠKODA Media Room 

 

skoda-storyboard.com  

 

 

Download  

the ŠKODA Media Room app 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Follow us at https://twitter.com/skodaautonews for the latest news. Find out all 

about the ŠKODA OCTAVIA with #SkodaOctavia. 

 
ŠKODA AUTO  
› is this year celebrating 125 years since the company was founded during the pioneering era of the automobile in 

1895, making it one of the longest-established car manufacturers in the world. 
› currently offers its customers ten passenger-car series: the CITIGOe iV, FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and 

SUPERB as well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ, KODIAQ and ENYAQ iV. 
› delivered 1.24 million vehicles to customers around the world in 2019. 
› has been part of Volkswagen Group since 1991. Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle 

manufacturers in the world. In association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures 
vehicles, as well as components such as engines and transmissions. 

› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia and India mainly through 
Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners. 

› employs approximately 42,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets. 
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from a traditional car manufacturer into the ‘Simply Clever company for the 

best mobility solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy. 
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